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It was called "hard-cider campaigning" when a political campaign functioned as popular entertainment for the masses. Before technological advances in mass communication, the nineteenth-century observer harbored expectations for spectacle from candidates and their political campaigns. Substantive campaign issues were secondary and the party organizations preferred it that way. Campaigns resembled something like a vaudeville act consisting of parades, fl oats, marching bands, and rallies and impressive lineups of popular glee clubs, church yard picnics, and free whisky (yes, free libations) were used liberally to rouse voters (Davidson et al. 1991 ) . Up close and personal contact with candidates was unavoidable and a whisky-soaked crowd was an optimal audience for political
Vindicating the Emotional Citizen grandstanding. One Kentucky politician said that his electoral success depended on one political strategy: "the way to men's hearts is down their throats" (Davidson et al. 1991 ) . Gaining support from the average nineteenth-century voter was incentivized by devices that depended more on eliciting voters' emotions, passions, and appetites than anything that appealed to an individual's elevated sense of sophistication and reason. Emotions are a durable feature of American campaigns and elections. Few observers of contemporary elections can deny that feelings are important elements in campaigns and, in turn, voters' choices. Yet, that does not imply that the methods once used to rouse voters' emotions correspond to those of the present. Politics are innately emotional because Americans have deeply internalized intersecting identities that get politicized in the public domain in one form or another. Because of this, American political history offers anecdotal evidence of the innately passionate environment of politics. Impassioned politics by any means necessary were "politics as usual" in the early years of American democratic elections. In contemporary contexts, emotions are on display through the use of patriotic symbols, symbolic imagery, and speech presented to the mass audience of spectators through technological advances. The campaigns utilize calculated and targeted strategies designed specifi cally to appeal to voters' emotions. Emotional cues are delivered not only via mass media, but there is an increasing amount of self-selected content delivered by the advent of the Internet and social media. Political campaigns in the twenty-fi rst century may appear increasingly emotional. With the rise in polarized political parties and the increase in voter frustration and political splinter groups promoting "anti-establishment" philosophies, it is expected that campaigns will involve voters more emotionally than other periods in history. This book examines the inherently emotional culture of politics and when reviewing the research available on the role of emotions in politics; it clarifi es how the non-emotive, substantive issues of a candidate's platform become emotionally charged.
There are some key academic assumptions that frame this examination of emotion in American elections. First, campaigns matter. There are two approaches to studying elections and one is that candidates' actions, what they say and do, their strategies, and political events, determine electoral results. The other tends to ignore campaigns altogether and uses economic indicators to forecast outcomes. The examination of emotion in elections here is based on the approach that campaigns matter. Second, traditional political science research on behavior and participation has reliably excluded the impact of voters' emotional responses. Third, the vindication of the role emotion has in politics and the proposal of including it as a variable in voting behavior research. Political environments activate feelings because it is a space where voters experience them. Surveys tap into the feelings expressed as responses to cues within the political environment. So, attention to political contexts is important when studying the infl uences of voters' feelings in their political choices. Feelings are not just cognitive motivators of political action but are active in candidate and issue appraisal.
THE POLITICAL ANTAGONIST: FEELINGS
Emotions, as they are conventionally understood, are the traditional antagonistic actors in classic research on political behavior. Scholars of democratic elections tend to view the role of feelings as adversaries in the assumptions informing citizenry as they are shaped by classic philosophy. However, contemporary campaign strategists tend to appreciate the role of emotions differently than the predecessors of Western civilization. Open and competitive elections coupled with citizen participation shape virtually all ideas about democracy. There are certain expectations and assumptions underscoring conceptualizations about the democratic participation of citizens and often the role of emotions is noticeably absent.
Plato wrote that humans needed to be guided by "undistorted ethical truths, suppress passionate appetites, and desire rational things such as knowledge and justice" (Plato The Republic [ 1992 ] ). Plato's legacy helped Western culture redefi ne the practice and expectations of democratic citizenship. Such conceptualizations articulated expectations that voters were to act as impartial judges by practicing critical and rational deliberation when presented with political choices. Democratic theory explains that public policy refl ects voters' aggregate preferences and those preferences can only be fully articulated by rational actors who are fully aware of their goals and political aims (Dahl 1973 (Dahl , 1998 . The notion is that healthy democracies are systems where offi ceholders refl ect the expressed preferences of their constituents and voters hold a sense of civic obligation to participate in the process as an informed, dutiful citizen. These expectations result in treating feelings as an undesirable element of voting because feelings are thought to invoke irrational biases that are best held at bay.
While this premise is an ideal situation for a robust democracy, scholars have grown frustrated with the evidence of lackluster citizens. If voter
